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Introduction
About the Annual School Report
Santa Sophia Catholic College (Primary) is registered by the New South Wales Education Standards Authority,
NESA, as a member of the Catholic system of schools in the Diocese of Parramatta.
The Annual School Report provides parents and the wider school community with fair, accurate and objective
information about various aspects of school performance and development. The Report describes
achievement of school development priorities in 2021 and gives information about the 2022 priorities.
This Report is a legislative requirement under the Schools Assistance Act, 2008 and the Education
Amendment Act 2004.
The information in this Report is complemented by the school website where other school publications and
newsletters can be viewed or obtained from the school.

Key Messages
Principal
At Santa Sophia Catholic College, we acknowledge that every child’s learning journey begins at home with
parents being the first educators of their children. Parents will continue to influence their children’s learning
and development during the school years and long afterwards. We are committed to making sure that your
child continues to learn within our Catholic learning environment at Santa Sophia Catholic College. This will
involve our teachers getting to know your child well, how they learn best, how they can support your child,
and what challenges your child to extend their learning. Great teachers can make a real difference to a child’s
life, and we will ensure that your child’s teachers are using the very best research in teaching and learning,
and are supported by a college leadership team with a passion for learning and caring. Let us work together
to build your child’s capacity to learn and develop.
Research demonstrates that effective schools have high levels of parental and community involvement. This
involvement is strongly related to improved student learning, attendance and behaviour. Family involvement
can have a major impact on student learning, regardless of the social or cultural background of the family.
Family involvement in schools is therefore central to high quality education and is part of the core business of
schools.

Parent
At Santa Sophia Catholic College, we value the role parents played in 2021 in attending information
days where they could engage with the child in understanding how their child's digital portfolios provided
both the child and their parents with a form of formative reporting on their child's achievement of course
outcomes. These days were impacted by COVID-19.
We also valued the role parents played in providing feedback to the college on uniform and the learning
culture of the college, through their participation in surveys. Finally, parents attending the student-led
conferences, either by phone or online, provided their child with support and confidence to ensure the
agency of their child in taking responsibility for their own learning.

Student
Students have been most involved with the life of the college. Students are at the centre of their own learning
and are actively engaged in play based inquiry. Our staff have worked really hard to redesign the curriculum
to ensure that the way in which students are taught is student-centred. An enquiry based system of learning
has been used throughout the school with special focus on key enterprise skills such as collaboration,
communication, creativity and problem solving, to prepare the students better for the future. The students
were encouraged and taught how to use a process of reflection for feedback.

Who we are
History of the school
Having commenced in 2019 with just Kindergarten, Santa Sophia Catholic College provides a Christ-centred
environment, aimed at educating the whole child, and helping students to be people of true wisdom through
faith, hope and love. Our college is a Catholic learning community that serves the dynamic new areas of Box
Hill and Gables. It is establishing a new approach for pre-school to post school learning within an extended
school day. It achieves this through a developmental and student-centred approach to learning with a focus
on 'learning how to learn’.
Santa Sophia Catholic College has an educational approach which sees all members of the community as
learners. With the learner at the centre, the college uses student interests, innovative learning approaches
and a flexible curriculum to intentionally enhance every child’s learning adventure. Based on leading
educational research and the best of today’s technologies, we will prepare students for the workplace of the
future by teaching them how to think critically and creatively, how to communicate effectively and how to
work collaboratively. We are a school that fosters imagination and innovation.
At the end of 2021 the construction of the permanent buildings were completed at Gables and the college
relocated to this site in term 4. From 2022 the college will have an enrolment of over 1000 students in all
years from Kindergarten to Year 11.

Location/drawing area
In term 4 the school relocated to its permanent site at Red Gables Rd, Box Hill, and draws on students from
Gables, South Windsor, Pitt Town, Oakville, Maraylya, Box Hill, Rouse Hill, Kellyville, Schofields and Quakers
Hill.

Workforce Composition
Category

Number of Staff

Number of teachers who are Conditionally or Provisionally Accredited

0

Number of teachers who are Proficient or Highly Accomplished/Lead

10

Number of teachers accreditated to teach Religious Education

10

Number of teachers currently undertaking accreditation to teach Religious Education

0

Number of non-teaching staff (includes teachers' aides)

1

Percentage of teachers who are indigenous

1

The average teacher attendance for 2021

95

Percentage of 2021 teaching staff who were retained from 2020

100

Catholic Identity and Religious Education
Prayer, Liturgical Life and Faith Experiences
Students and staff were blessed to have many opportunities to encounter Christ in Sacred Scripture and in
the Sacraments. Each morning in homeroom, the students watch a formation video or discuss a Scripture
passage which leads them to class prayer.
The liturgical life of the college was rich, with the parish priests saying mass for the opening of the school
year, All Souls Day, Ash Wednesday, Saint Sophia Feast day and the Christmas Mass. All of these activities
were impacted by COVID-19 and Zoom was used for student participation.
Religious Education at Santa Sophia Catholic College uses the Scripture and Liturgy Teaching Approach
(SALT). SALT’s methodology focuses upon fostering the personal encounter with God through Jesus Christ,
God-made-man. The Church’s liturgical year provides the SALT Approach with a comprehensive framework,
incorporating Scripture, Sacraments, Catholic teaching and prayer, all of which are considered throughout the
liturgical seasons and major feasts of the Church Year. Children ponder deeply as they engage with the
Catholic faith in all its dimensions, applying it to their own lives in age-appropriate ways. Personal
engagement is fundamental to the SALT Approach.

Social Justice
Due to COVID-19 pandemic, Santa Sophia Catholic College was not able to go ahead with many of our
regular social justice events. The primary and secondary campuses joined with staff and parents in collecting
donations for the St Vincent de Paul Vinnies Christmas Appeal. Donations were collected and offered to a
representative at our end of year mass celebrations.

School home and parish partnerships
Santa Sophia Catholic College fostered a strong relationship with its parish, Our Lady of the Angels, Rouse
Hill. The liturgical life of the college was rich, with our parish priest saying mass for the opening of the school
year, Ash Wednesday and the Christmas Mass. All these celebrations are open to the parishioners of Our Lady
of the Angels parish. Our two parish priests visit our primary classrooms on a weekly bases to share stories of
Scripture and lives of the Saints. Due to COVID-19 restrictions we have been unable to attend weekly parish
masses and instead we held monthly masses in the classroom.

Religious Education
Every day begins with prayer circle. Students themselves set up the reverent prayer environment. They share
prayers of intention, pray together the college prayer and sing praise and worship songs together. Throughout
the course of the week, the students engage in Religious Education lessons, with additional opportunities to
attend mass and Adoration. The religion lessons allow time for a teacher to present an aspect of Scripture or
Catholic Tradition, followed by time for student pondering and personal choice-making.
The religion lessons begin with the students gathered around the Presentation Space. The session begins
with a brief ‘warm-up’, linking to previous learning or drawing attention to a particular moment in the liturgical
year. It also incorporates a short prayer, setting an atmosphere of quiet recollection.
The presentation follows, during which time the teacher introduces the topic, using materials which students
can subsequently access during choice time. A time of pondering together or exchange flows naturally from
the presentation. Thought-provoking questions will often be framed in terms of ‘I wonder…’. This facilitates an
exchange of thoughts and responses, leading to deeper learning. Listening to the students also provides a
valuable window into each child’s understanding, guiding the teaching and learning process. The fourth and
longest part of the session is ‘Choice Time’ when students are free to explore the concepts introduced. As the
year progresses, students acquire many skills enabling a wide range of responses.
Santa Sophia Catholic College Religious Education program followed the new trial Religious Education
curriculum, implemented by schools in the Diocese of Parramatta. Religious Education was taught by an
inquiry learning model which allowed students to delve into the teachings of the Catholic faith, based on their
areas of interest and also fostered a spirit of application to their own life.

Professional Learning of staff in Religious Education
Professional learning opportunities included:
leading rigorous project based learning
unpacking of Holy Wisdom learner capability
meetings with the Catholic Education Office Mission teacher educator

working on the Self Administered Legal Training (SALT)
professional learning meetings
In situ teaching and learning meetings
professional readings

Learning and Teaching
National Assessment Program - Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN)
NAPLAN
Students in Year 3, Year 5, Year 7 and Year 9 across Australia participated in National Assessment Program –
Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) in May 2021. The purpose of this test is to provide information to parents
and teachers about the achievements of students in aspects of Literacy and Numeracy. The test provides a
measure of the student’s performance against established standards and against other students in Australia.
Each year the results are analysed by the school to inform teaching and learning with a view to improving
student performance.
The Commonwealth Government sets minimum acceptable standards for literacy, numeracy, reading, writing,
grammar, punctuation and spelling at particular ages. These are referred to as national minimum standards.
Student performance in NAPLAN in our school is compared to these standards. The percentages of students
achieving at or above these national minimum standards, and the percentages of students in the top three
bands are reported in the table below.

CEO will insert data when it is available
In 2021 the college enrolments for primary school only encompassed Kindergarten to Year 2. As such no
students participated in NAPLAN testing as it involves students from Year 5 and above.

School curriculum
Learning at Santa Sophia Catholic College was informed by the curriculum prescribed by the NSW Education
Standards Authority (NESA) and by current educational research supporting inquiry-based pedagogical
models, including play-based learning and guided inquiry. Students learnt in flexible learning spaces and
worked both collaboratively and independently to achieve the syllabus outcomes and to develop general
capabilities. These capabilities included critical thinking, creativity, presentation skills, digital literacy, and
personal and social skills.
In 2021 we continued to place a strong emphasis at the college on literacy and numeracy across all subject
areas. Informed by student data, and the learnings from our 2020 goals, we continued to focus on improving
students’ writing, through the use of our Santa Sophia Catholic College writing matrix. Our numeracy goals
focused on developing students’ problem solving skills across multiple Key Learning Areas. As part of our
2021 Action Plan we focused on ways to develop and sustain practices that provide the appropriate level of
challenge (The Learning Pit) to all students at surface, deep and transfer levels of learning (Instructional and
Feedback Strategies) with a focus on all students progressing (+1 Growth) and they know it (AssessmentCapable Learners). Throughout 2021 we ran impact cycles to identify learning needs, create short term goals,
collect evidence, monitor growth and asses the impact on teaching and learning.
Santa Sophia Catholic College aims to develop assessment-capable learners who can articulate what they are
learning, how they are learning and the strategies they are using to improve. They actively seek feedback and
develop meta cognitive skills through reflection. Students have worked alongside their teachers in seeking
feedback and reflecting on their learning through the use of the Seesaw app (digital portfolio).

Initiatives to promote respect and responsibility
Santa Sophia Catholic College is building a warm, friendly and respectful environment, based on the Positive
Behaviour Support for Learning (PBS4L) ethos. The school has established its core values of wisdom, faith,
hope and love, and is developing its culture with these values at the core of all behavioural expectations,
including respect and responsibility.
There is an expectation for students and teachers to respect themselves, respect others and respect the
environment.
These expectations were introduced to new staff during the orientation process and explicitly taught to
students through a series of PBS4L lessons. All students attended self directed learning lessons, where,
guided by a mentor, they were able to develop independence and responsibility for their learning journey.
Students were recognised for achieving these expectations through our reward system based on the PBS4L
framework.

Professional Learning

At Santa Sophia Catholic College we deeply believe in the power of teams of teachers working collaboratively
to plan, prepare, deliver and evaluate learning together.
This meant planned times for teachers to work with instructional coaches to redesign the curriculum to
facilitate higher student engagement and learning. In 2021 staff attended professional learning experiences,
which included:
Extending Mathematical Understanding (EMU)
Reading Recovery
Rigorous Project Based Learning (PBL) workshops
Teaching for Transfer workshops
building Sustainably Practices
New Staff Canvas Santa Sophia Onboarding
RoSH and Safeguarding training
Onguard Training
literacy school based professional learning meetings
numeracy school based professional learning meetings
SALT school based professional learning meetings
Religious Education school based professional learning meetings
Seesaw Pioneer Course
Compass Training with Mark Robinson
PBS4L professional learning

School Improvement
Annual school priorities
Priority 1

To develop and sustain practices that provide the appropriate level of challenge
(Learning Pit) to all students at surface, deep and transfer levels (Instructional
and Feedback Strategies) with a focus on all students progressing (+1) and they
know it (assessment-capable learners).

Reason for priority 1

The school continued to develop assessment-capable learners through a focus
on teacher clarity, feedback and students monitoring progress. Continual
development of instructional strategies across surface, deep and transfer inquiry
is a priority. There is a continued focus on maintaining challenge for all students
to achieve the adequate level of growth. The growing new staff in our
community highlighted the need to develop and sustain school practices and
culture.

Steps taken to achieve Through the mentorship and discussion with Santa Sophia Catholic College
instructional coaches, all staff undertook a series of impact cycles throughout
priority 1
2021. The impact cycles were used to determine areas of improvement and
growth in teaching and learning. These impact cycles focused around the four
school areas of:
learning pit
instructional and feedback strategies
plus one growth for students
assessment-capable learners
Status of priority 1

Ongoing

Priority 2

To develop and sustain practices that provide the appropriate level of challenge
to all students in the Holy Wisdom learner capability with a focus on all students
progressing and they know it.

Reason for priority 2

The school continued to undertake work on developing assessment-capable
learners through a focus on teacher clarity and feedback with students self
monitoring progress. Furthermore, the staff continued to develop a common
understanding of the college's learning capabilities, in particular, Holy Wisdom.
We need to develop a learner capability statement for Holy Wisdom across the
new Primary Grades (Stage Two and Stage Three).

Steps taken to achieve Steps to achieve this goal included:
ongoing feedback on the draft Holy Wisdom learner capability continuum
priority 2
using Holy Wisdom learner capability exemplars for students to reflect on
their learning and provide next steps
developing a shared understand and engagement in learning intentions
and success criteria aligned to the Holy Wisdom learner capability
using the Catholic world view as a standard in critical thinking
Status of priority 2

Ongoing

Projected school priorities
Priority 1

To continue to develop and sustain practices that provide the appropriate level of
challenge (Learning Pit) to all students at surface, deep and transfer learning
(instructional and feedback strategies) with a focus on all students progressing
at least one growth point and they know it (assessment-capable learners).

Reason for Priority 1

As the college is still in its early years we continue to need to ensure that there
is consistency in teacher practice.
Five main areas to focus:
develop sustainable practices
learning pit (challenging student to persevere)
instructional and feedback strategies
one year's growth
assessment-capable learners

Steps to be taken to

learning instructional coaches will continue to implement processes to

achieve Priority 1

develop teacher practice
coaches work with all staff in coaching collaborative planning sessions
impact cycles will be implemented by all teams to focus on one area and
evaluate the impact on student learning

Priority 2

We will continue to develop assessment-capable learners (Focus: Reading and
Responding).

Reason for Priority 2

A literacy rich approach to learning has many benefits to student success in
learning. We feel that the reading strategies we started to implement in
2021 have to be more entrenched in the classroom by all teachers.

Steps to be taken to

The strategies implemented in 2021 will continue to be implemented in 2022
including:
term one impact cycle for all KLA teams to have a reading strategy focus

achieve Priority 2

professional learning focus on high yield literacy strategies (Think aloud,
Three tied vocabulary, Thinking Key Notes)

Community Satisfaction
Parent satisfaction
Below is a synopsis of parents' perceptions of their children's experiences at home and school.
Our college recorded exceptionally high scores (the mean across the system appears in brackets) on the
following areas:
parents made to feel welcome:
2020: 8.0 (7.4)
2021: 7.8 (7.2)
parents being kept informed:
parents supported learning at home:
school supported learning:
school supported positive behaviour:

2020: 7.6 (6.7)

2021: 7.0 (6.5)

2020: 7.3 (7.0).

2021: 7.1 (7.0)

2020: 7.9 (7.4).

2021: 7.8 (7.2)

2020: 8.0 (7.5).

2021: 7.7 (7.4)

safety at school:

2020: 7.9 (7.6)

2021: 7.7 (7.5)

inclusive school:

2020: 7.4 (6.9)

2021: 7.1 (6.8)

From the above statistics there is a high degree of parent satisfaction with the school. This can be attributed
to our open communication with parents as well as our innovative new ways of communicating with parents
through our Santa Sophia Connect Program.

Student satisfaction
Below is a synopsis of students' perceptions of their experiences at school:
do not get in trouble at school for inappropriate behaviour: 2020: 90% (91%);

2021:88% (91%)

are intellectually engaged and find learning interesting and relevant: 2020: 61 (55%);
(52%)
are interested and motivated in their learning: 2020: 30% (31%);
try hard to succeed in their learning: 2020: 70% (69%);

2021:52%

2021: 26% (29%)

2021: 63% (66%)

find classroom instruction relevant to their everyday lives: 2020: 72% (74%); 2021: 52% (52%)
As a learning community it is obvious that we can do much better to improve the drive and motivation of our
students.

Teacher satisfaction
There is a high degree of teacher satisfaction with our college, judging by the fact that we were above the
mean in every domain. The most pleasing factor was the fact that we were able to improve in two areas
(data informs practice & inclusive school) where we were below the mean in 2020. This improvement can be
attributed to our executive team making more of an effort to provide more teacher agency in our professional
learning. In an effort to make our school more inclusive we increased our efforts to support students with
special learning needs.
Areas of strength included:
leadership
2020: 8.7 (7.3); 2021: 8.2 (7.3)
collaboration

2020: 8.6 (7.9);

2021: 8.3 (7.9)

learning culture

2020: 8.6 (8.2);

2021: 8.2 (8.2)

data informs practice

2021: 8.3 (8.2)

teaching strategies
technology

2020: 8.5 (8.2);
2020: 8.7 (7.5);

2021: 8.2 (8.2)
2021: 8.3 (7.6)

inclusive school

2020: 8.7 (8.5);

2021: 8.4 (8.5)

parent involvement

2020: 7.7 (6.9);

2021: 7.2 (6.9)

Student Profile
Enrolment Policy
Santa Sophia Catholic College (Primary) follows the Catholic Education Diocese of Parramatta (CEDP)
Enrolment Policy and Procedures. The full text or a link to the full text of the school’s enrolment policies,
including all prerequisites for continuing enrolment can be obtained from the school office or can be accessed
on the school's website showing the CEDP Enrolment Policy
, Procedures
and
Guidelines
. The enrolment policy can be located on the school website under 'ABOUT US' on
the 'Policies and Procedures' page under the 'Enrolment' category.

Current and previous years' student enrolment
Year

Boys

Girls

Total

2019

12

9

21

2020

30

28

58

2021

71

70

141

Santa Sophia Catholic College continues to grow at a remarkable pace. In 2021 the college continued to add
new years of schooling so that it grew from Kindergarten in 2019 to encompass Kindergarten to Year 2 in
2021. There is great demand in the area for children to receive a quality, Catholic education and Santa Sophia
Catholic College fulfils those community aspirations.

Student attendance rates
The table below shows the percentage of student attendance by Year level and school average.
Kindergarten

95

Year 1

100

Year 2

87

Year 3

0

Year 4

0

Year 5

0

Year 6

0

School Average

94

Characteristics of the student body
The table below shows the number of students in each of the categories listed.
Language background other than English (LBOTE)

70

Students with disablities (SWD)

18

Indigenous

4

Managing Student Non-attendance
Regular attendance at school is essential if students are to maximise their potential. Schools in partnership
with parents and guardians, are responsible for promoting the regular attendance of students. The
compulsory schooling age is 6-17. Parents and guardians are legally responsible for the regular attendance of
their children, explaining the absences of their children in writing within several days to the school, and taking
measures to resolve attendance issues involving their children. School staff as part of their duty of care,
monitor part or whole day absences.

They maintain accurate records of students' attendance, follow up unexplained absences through written and
verbal communication, implement programs and practices to address attendance issues when they arise, and
provide clear information to students and parents regarding attendance requirements and the consequences
of unsatisfactory attendance. The principal or their delegate, may grant permission for late arrival or early
departure from school, leave or exemption from attendance only in individual cases, on written request from
parents and guardians.
The principal/delegate will undertake all reasonable measures to contact parents promptly if an unexplained
absence occurs. If truancy is suspected, the principal will contact the parents/guardians to ascertain the
reason for the absence. If a satisfactory response is not received, the matter will be referred to the relevant
staff at the Catholic Education Office, Diocese of Parramatta who will follow up unexplained absences as per
legislative requirements.

Student wellbeing
Student welfare, discipline and anti-bullying policies and pastoral care
Santa Sophia Catholic College deeply believes in the benefits of intrinsic motivation.
Staff worked in partnership with parents under a Positive Behaviour Support for Learning (PBS4L) framework
that sought to live out the belief that authentic learning and growth are fostered through positive
relationships. Students are recognised for achieving the expectations of the school through a reward system
based on the PBS4L Framework.
Our school Pastoral Care and Student Management policy is based upon gospel values and reflects the
sentiments expressed in our school belief statement. We endeavour to be faithful to the diocesan principle of
being inviting, inclusive and just.
The Pastoral Care and Student Management policy is based on the principals of procedural fairness and
natural justice. The college expressly forbids the use of corporal punishment.
The full text of our Pastoral Care policy can be obtained from the school office upon request or from the
school website. Specific policies and procedures relating to student welfare can also be accessed via the
Catholic Education, Diocese of Parramatta website: http://www.parra.catholic.edu.au/policy-central.
There were no changes to the policy in 2021.

Complaints and grievances policy
The school has protocols and procedures in place to address complaints and grievances. These align with the
Catholic Education, Diocese of Parramatta (CEDP), Managing Complaints policy and procedures which can be
obtained at the CEDP website http://www.parra.catholic.edu.au/policy-central.
There were no changes to the policy in 2021.

Section Eleven: Financial Statement
Income

Expenditure

17.7%
32.3%

17.4%
64.8%

■ Commonwealth (64.8%)
■ Capital (0%)
■ State (17.4%)
■ Fees (17.7%)
■ Other (0%)

66%

■ Capital (1.7%)
■ Salary (66%)
■ Non-Salary (32.3%)

RECURRENT and CAPITAL INCOME
Commonwealth Recurrent Grants1
Government Capital Grants
State Recurrent Grants

4

5

Total Income

EXPENDITURE

$1,624,360
$0
$436,770

3

Fees and Private Income
Other Capital Income

2

RECURRENT and CAPITAL

$443,833
$0
$2,504,963

Capital Expenditure

$37,853

6

Salaries and Related Expenses $1,512,308
7

Non-Salary Expenses

8

Total Expenditure

$740,850
$2,291,011

1. Commonwealth relates to Commonwealth Recurrent Grants including per capita funding and special
purpose grants.
2. Capital relates to Government Capital Grants.
3. State relates to State Recurrent Grants including per capita funding, interest subsidy and special
purpose grants.
4. Fees relates to diocesan and school based fees, excursions and other private income from parents.
5. Other refers to Other Capital Income including drawdowns from the Diocesan School Building Fund to
fund Capital Expenditure.
6. Capital refers to Capital Expenditure including School Buildings, Furniture and Equipment.
7. Salaries refers to the total of all Salaries, allowances and related expenses such as superannuation,
workers compensation and leave.
8. Non-Salary refers to all other Non-Salary Recurrent Expenses.

